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Akagi, John


Allen, Lida C.


Anderson, Earl


Atkin, David J.


Atkin, David J. and Robert Abelman

Atkin, David J. and Leo W. Jeffres


Atkin, David J., Robert Abelman and Michael Rand


Atkin, David J., Robert Abelman, and Carolyn A. Lin


Atkin, David J., Leo W. Jeffres, and Kimberly A. Neuendorf


"Understanding Internet Adoption as Telecommunications Behavior." *Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media*. Fall 1998: Co Author

Ball, David W.


"Kinetics of Consecutive Reactions: First Reaction, First-Order; Second


"Why Does Helium Have 92% of the Lifting Power of Hydrogen if it has Twice the Density?" *Journal of Chemical Education*. Vol. 75, No. 6, June 1998: 726.

Barnhizer, David


Barrow, Bill and John Horton


Beasley, William A. and Rosemary E. Sutton


Beatie, Bruce A.

Author


Becker, Susan J.


Blair, Beverly J.


Bonder, Bette R.


Brody, Ralph and Murali Nair


Chang, Ching L.

Chang, Jocelyn

*Ping Chong’s Undesirable Elements: An Audioscape Adaptation by Jordan Davis.* Accompanist on dilling harp music. WORDWORK, Vine Court Records, 1997. CD.

Chang, Jocelyn, Dilling harpist and Michael Leese, composer


Crocker, Phyllis L.


Curnow, Kathy


Davis, Dena S.


"What’s Wrong with Cloning?" *Jurimetrics.* Vol. 38, No. 1, Fall 1997: 83-89.

Dean, Jeffrey


Duraj, Stan A., John D. Schupp and William E. Eckles


Floyd, Lenore


Flynn, Joan


Forte, David F.


Galván, Delia V.


Geier, Deborah A.

"The Myth of the Matching Principle as a Tax Value." *The American Journal of
Gelman, Sheldon


Gorla, Rama Subba Reddy


Gorovitz Robertson, Heidi

"Methods for Teaching Environmental Law: Some Thoughts on Providing

Grilly, David M.


Guttenberg, Jack A. and Lloyd B. Snyder


Hansman, Catherine A.


Hoke, Candice


Inniss, Lolita K. Buckner


Karas, M. Ann


Keating, W. Dennis


Kerber, Sandra J.


Labrador Herraiz, José J.


*Manuscrito Fuentelsol (Madrid, Palacio II-973) : con poemas de Fray Luis de León, Fray Melchor de la Serna, Hurtado de Mendoza, Liñán, Góngora, Lope y otros : seguido ahora de un apéndice con las poesías del fraile Benito. Fray Melchor de la Serna / [editado por], José J. Labrador Herraiz, Ralph A. DiFranco, Lori A. Bernard*. Anejo de la Colección Cancioneros Castellanos, Cleveland State University, 1997.

Landever, Arthur R.


London, Edwin


Mahmud, Tayyab


Martin, Laura


Matthews, Sarah H. and Jenifer Heidorn

Co Author

McCoy, Patricia A.


McKenna, Mary (Editor) and Louise F. Mooney (associate editor)


Fall 1997.

Melcher, James P.

Mika, Karin


Miracle, Andrew W.


Nair, Murali D. (editor)


Parker, Kunal M.


Pearl, Deborah


Pershey, Monica Gordon


"Research in Literacy." *Ohio Reading Teacher.* Vol. XXXI, Nos. 3 & 4, Summer/Fall 1997: 96-100.


Pole, Nelson


Pourdavood, Roland G.

"The Ecology of a Dialogic Community as a Socially Constructive Process."


Pyle, Beverly Blair


"Sex Offenders: Expanded Registration Requirements for Sex Offenders and One Successful Constitutional Challenge to their Retroactive Application." *The OACDL Vindicator*. Fall 1997: 24-28. Co Author

"Sex Offender’s Update: Update on Constitutional Challenges to the Retroactive Application of Ohio’s Expanded Sex Offenders’ Registration Requirements." *The OACDL Vindicator*. Winter 97/98: 4-5, 38. Co Author

Quinn, Ellen M.


Rand, Michael H.


Ranke, Beth A. Ekelman

"Documentation in the Age of Litigation: Understanding the Principles that Underlie a Legal Review of Medical Records Can Enhance your
Documentation Skills—and Possibly Reduce your Risk in a Malpractice Action."

Ray, Laura E.


Remington, Tammy L.


Richmond, Samuel A.


Rosenbaum, Alan S.


Rosenbaum, Alan S. (Editor)


Ruben, Alan Miles


Scheutzow, Susan O.

"A Framework for Analysis of ERISA Preemption in Suits Against Health Plans and a Call For Reform." Journal of Law and Health. Vol. 11, Nos. 1 & 2,

Smith, Mieko Kotake


Snyder, Lloyd B.


Spicer, Michael W.


Steinglass, Steven H.


Thurmer, Robert


Tyler, Barbara J.


Valencic, Joseph

*Many Voices, One Heart: St. Mary of the Assumption Church, Cleveland, Ohio.* Video documentary. Profile of St. Mary’s Parish in the Collinwood Neighborhood of Cleveland. 1996.


Wei, Robert


Weinbaum, Batya


Weinstein, Alan C.


Werber, Stephen J.


Werth, Lee F.


White, Frederic